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Step AheadFinal Revision 

3030
Revision Test (1)

Listen and circle the correct answer: (6Ms)11

I’m doing research about chameleons. They are so interesting! Chameleons 
change their colors. They can be the same color as the place they are in. 
They have amazing eyes, and they can see all around. 

11  Chameleons can (fix - change - make - do) their colors.
22   Chameleons can be the same (shape - taste - view - color) as the 

place they are in.
33  Chameleons have amazing (ears - eyes - noses - legs).
44  Chameleons can (hear - see - smell - taste) all around. 

Choose the correct answer: (4Ms)22
11  The Nile has two (branches - trees - fish - centers). 
22   Khadija can’t visit her friend because she doesn’t know her (email - 

dress - address - message).
33  Don’t (accept - welcome - bully - smile) anyone. It’s very bad to do this. 
44  I’m (bride - proud - pride - bringing) of the history of my country. 

Read and complete the text with the words in the box: (4Ms)33
chemicals - cough - dangerous - pollution - breathe

Cities have many cars. Cars make air 1  ................... . They put 2  ...................
into the air. We can’t always see the chemicals, but they are 3  ...................... 
Air pollution is very dangerous for us. When we 4  .................... the polluted 
air, we cough and feel sick.

Read the text and answer the questions: (6Ms)44
Hi, I’m Mazen. My grandparents live in a cave. The rooms of their house are 
in the rock. Inside, it’s never too hot or too cold. My aunt moved to a new 
apartment. She’s very happy because she has a big balcony. My friend and 
his family live on a houseboat. It’s small, but he likes living on water. I love 
living in a house because it’s big. I can play outside with my brother and sister.
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Choose the correct answer:A
11   The rooms of Mazen’s grandparents’ house are in the (rock - tent - 

water - garden). 
22   Mazen’s aunt moved to a new (cave - houseboat - house - apartment).

Answer the following questions:B

33  Why does Mazen love living in a house?
  ............................................................................................................ .

44  Where do Mazen’s friend and his family live?
  ............................................................................................................ .

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: (4Ms)55
11  The desert .............................. (be) often very hot during the day. 
22  When did Rami .............................. (got) up today?
33  Did you .............................. (had) fun at the club?
44  You should .............................. (is) safe online. 

t Punctuate the following: (1M) 66

  how can we be safe online
  ............................................................................................................ 

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements: (5Ms)

77

“The city life”

Ideas to help you: noise - cars - pollution - pretty - bright lights

...............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
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3030
Revision Test (2)

Listen and circle the correct answer: (6Ms)11

Eid Al-Fitr is a Muslim festival. The month before Eid is called Ramadan. In 
Ramadan, many Muslims fast during the day. This means they don’t eat or drink 
until sunset. In the month of Ramadan, people think about the past year. They 
think about the things they did well and the things they want to do better.

11  Eid Al-Fitr is a (French - Muslim - British - Egyptian) festival. 
22  Muslims (play - fast - swim - help) in Ramadan. 
33   The month before Eid is called (Ragab - Shaaban - Ramadan - Shawwal).
44   Muslims don’t eat or drink until (sunrise - sunset - morning - 

afternoon) in Ramadan.
Choose the correct answer: (4Ms)22

11   You should give (problem - cons - pros - advice) when anyone asks for it. 
22  We all should (hide - cover - respect - go) the school rules. 
33   I was (bored - pleased - scared - sad) to read the city mouse and 

country mouse story. It was funny. 
44   Having fun is one of the (pros - cons - problems - ideas) of social media. 

Read and complete the text with the words in the box: (4Ms)33
celebrate - history - famous - proud - pride

We often celebrate things in our country’s 1  ................... . A country like 
Egypt is 2  ................... for its history, and we should continue to 3  ................... 
its rich culture. Let’s look around us and say why we should be 4  ...................
of our beautiful country.

Read the text and answer the questions: (6Ms)44
I’m Mai. I’m helping everyone here on the beach. We are cleaning up the 
trash. The sea animals eat the trash, and this trash can kill them. Plastic, glass 
and paper from people’s houses can harm animals and birds. We must help 
them. We read at school about a beach clean-up in California. We think we 
can help, but we need lots of people with us. 
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Choose the correct answer:A

11  The word ʺharmʺ means to (use - hurt - make - see). 
22   The sea animals eat the trash, and this trash can (kill - help - treat - 

save) them.

Answer the following questions:B

33  What do the sea animals eat?
  ............................................................................................................ .

44  What do they need with them?
  ............................................................................................................ .

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: (4Ms)55

11  We travel to France .............................. (in) plane.
22   You must ............... (waits) for the green lights before you cross the street. 
33  What do you .............................. (knew) about the Nile? 
44  They didn’t .............................. (swam) in the river. 

t Punctuate the following: (1M) 66

   ali s dad had a new job
  ............................................................................................................ 

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements: (5Ms)

77

“My first day at school”

Ideas to help you: nervous - put on - my shoes - black

...............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
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Revision Test (3)

Listen and circle the correct answer: (6Ms)11

Grandpa’s village was very quiet. There weren’t a lot of cars in the past. 
Grandpa is very old now. There are a lot of trucks and cars now. 

11  Grandpa’s village was very (noisy - quiet - dirty - clean). 
22  There weren’t a lot of (buses - trains - cars - planes) in the past. 
33  Grandpa is very (young - old - tall - short) now.
44  There are a lot of (buses - trucks - planes - trains) and cars now. 

Choose the correct answer: (4Ms)22
11   Your password is a (device - game - secret - problem). Don’t tell it to 

anyone. 
22  You need a (kite - road - car - helmet) on your bike. 
33  Kahk are delicious (fruit - fish - meat - cookies). 
44  We take the train at the (road - airport - station - street). 

Read and complete the text with the words in the box: (4Ms)33

octopus - swam - song - caught - dessert

We went to see grandma and grandpa. They live by the sea. We 
1  ................... in the sea. We saw lots of fish and an 2  ......................., too. The 

day wasn’t long, but we were happy. Grandpa 3  ....................... a fish. We 
saw some old photos and sang a 4  ................... . 

Read the text and answer the questions: (6Ms)44

Last week was my birthday. It was a special day. All my friends came. I put on 
a new shirt. There was a lot of food. My mom made a big cake and put candles 
on it. We sang songs. My friends gave me a lot of presents. They sang “Happy 
Birthday” to me. After the party, we played video games. I liked that day. We 
were very happy. 
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Choose the correct answer:A

11   The birthday was a (bad - cold - special - sad) day. 
22   Mom made a big (cake - fish - rice - meat).

Answer the following questions:B

33  Who gave you a lot of presents?
  ............................................................................................................ .

44  What did you play after the party?
  ............................................................................................................ .

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: (4Ms)55

11  You .............................. (mustn’t) study hard. 
22  How .............................. (does) grandpa feel when he saw his old street? 
33  You can .............................. (bought) kahk from a bakery. 
44  Our friends will .............................. (are) in the party.

t Punctuate the following: (1M) 66

 mohamed elneny is a good football player
  ............................................................................................................ 

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements: (5Ms)

77

“Our trip to the sea”

Ideas to help you: octopus - swim

...............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
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Revision Test (4)

Listen and circle the correct answer: (6Ms)11

More than half of Egyptians are under the age of 30. This means we are full of 
energy. We are helpful to each other and we are very friendly to visitors. Many 
people think that Egypt is only a desert. It’s true that 90% of Egypt is desert, 
but we also have green lands. Near the Nile it is green and beautiful. There 
are mountains in the south and east. It even snows in the Sinai region.

11   More than half of Egyptians are under the age of 30. This means we 
are full of (gas - fuel - energy - food). 

22   We are helpful to each other and we are very (friendly - angry - 
aggressive - happy) to visitors. 

33  Many people think that Egypt is only a (farm - desert - bank - beach). 
44   There are (rivers - farms - seas - mountains) in the south and east of Egypt.

Choose the correct answer: (4Ms)22
11   Our teacher is very (kind - nervous - angry - sad). We all love her. 
22   I bought a (packet - piece - bar - carton) of soap at the supermarket. 
33   You should be (friendly - kind - ready - unfriendly) for the next test. 
44   The fastest person in the race is the (loser - winner - seeker - teacher). 

Read and complete the text with the words in the box: (4Ms)33
personal - bully - homework - night - games

When I am online, I am very careful and keep my password secret. I can 
talk to my friends. I should keep my 1  ...................... information secret. I can 
play 2  ...................... . I can find information for my 3  ...................... . I should 
turn my phone off at 4  ...................... .

Read the text and answer the questions: (6Ms)44
Emad lives in a house near the Nile. One day, he was watching the boats. 
Suddenly, a boat stopped near him. A small child fell into the river! The child 
shouted, “Please, help me”. Emad called his dad. Emad’s dad saw the child 
and jumped into the river. 
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He swam and saved the child, who said, “Thank you very much”. Emad was 
very happy, but he also decided to learn how to swim.

Choose the correct answer:A
11   (Emad - The child - Emad’s dad - Emad’s mom) can swim. 
22   The child fell into the river and (shouted - played - swam - smiled).

Answer the following questions:B

33  Where does Emad live?
  ............................................................................................................ .

44  What did Emad decide to learn?
  ............................................................................................................ .

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: (4Ms)55

11  Who is he .............................. (talk) to?
22  You shouldn’t .............................. (stayed) up late. 
33  What .............................. (are) the problem? 
44  Two years ago, we .............................. (have) a very special party. 

t Punctuate the following: (1M) 66
 they go to the park on friday   ...................................................................... 

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements: (5Ms)

77

“Favorite food”

Ideas to help you: fruit - vegetables

...............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
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Revision Test (5)

Listen and circle the correct answer: (6Ms)11

Nancy and Nader love playing computer games. They don’t do their 
homework. They don’t go outside. It is a problem. Tarek is the same. He 
often plays computer games. That’s really unhealthy. Children should stop 
playing after one hour. They should do other things. They should play with 
their friends. They should go to the park.

11   Nancy and Nader love playing (digital - tablet - computer - phone) 
games. 

22   They don’t do their homework, and they don’t go (outside - inside - 
home - holiday). 

33   Playing computer games for a long time is (healthy - good - perfect - 
unhealthy). 

44   Children should stop playing computer games after (five - one - six - 
two) hour. 

Choose the correct answer: (4Ms)22
11   Don’t (copy - create - plan - put) information from the internet. Try to 

write your own words. 
22   You shouldn’t (ask - bully - accept - answer) people on the internet. 
33   Don’t (accept - share - make - check) to be friends with anyone you 

don’t know. 
44   The (ship - plane - metro - train) travels through the air.

Read and complete the text with the words in the box: (4Ms)33

played - nervous - lived - toys - school

I remember my first day of school. I was six years old, and I 1  ...................... 
in Aswan. I was very 2  ...................... . I liked staying at home with my family, 
I wanted to play with my 3  ...................... . I didn’t want to go to 4  ................. . 
After I knew my teachers and classmates, I loved the school. 
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Read the text and answer the questions: (6Ms)44

Last week was my birthday. It was a special day. All my friends came. I put on 
a new shirt. There was a lot of food. My mom made a big cake and put candles 
on it. We sang songs. My friends gave me a lot of presents. They sang “Happy 
Birthday” to me. After the party, we played video games. I liked that day. We 
were very happy. 

Choose the correct answer:A
11   Sham El-Nessim happens in the (fall - spring - summer - winter). 
22   In Sham El-Nessim, people eat salty (fruit - meat - fish - chicken).

Answer the following questions:B

33  When do people get up in Sham El-Nessim?   .................................... .
44  What do children do in Sham El-Nessim?    .................................... .

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: (4Ms)55
11  Grandpa .............................. (lives) here so many years ago. 
22  She .............................. (don’t) go to school yesterday.
33  These trees .............................. (is) always green. 
44  I ......................... (is) having a birthday party next Thursday at my house. 

t Punctuate the following: (1M) 66
 my family and i go to aswan every winter   ................................................. 

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements: (5Ms)

77

“How the internet is important”

Ideas to help you: information - homework - games - chat - messages - having fun

...............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
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Revision Test (1)

Listen and circle the correct answer:11
11  change 22  color 33  eyes  44  see 

Choose the correct answer: 22
11  branches 22  address  33  bully 44  proud 

Read and complete the text with the words in the box:33
1  farmers     2  chemicals  3  dangerous  4  breathe

Read the text and answer the questions:44
11  rock  22  apartment

33   He loves living in a house because it’s big. He can play outside with his 
brother and sister.

44  He lives on a houseboat. 

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 55
11  is 22  get  33  have  44  be

Punctuate the following sentences:66
11  How can we be safe online?

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements:

77

“The city life”
Living in the city is exciting but also noisy! There are so many cars and buses. 
Sometimes, it’s hard to hear anything else. The city can also be kind of dirty 
because of all the pollution from cars and factories. But one thing I really like 
about the city is the bright lights! They make everything look so pretty at night. 
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Revision Test (2)

Listen and circle the correct answer:11
11  Muslim 22  fast 33  Ramadan  44  sunset 

Choose the correct answer: 22
11  advice 22  respect  33  pleased 44  pros

Read and complete the text with the words in the box:33
1  history     2  famous   3  celebrate  4  proud

Read the text and answer the questions:44
11  hurt 22  kill

33  The sea animals eat the trash.

44  They need lots of people with them.

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 55
11  by 22  wait  33  know   44  swim

Punctuate the following sentences:66
11  Ali’s dad had a new job.

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements:

77

“My first day at school”
I still remember my first day at school. I was very nervous. I put on my school uniform 
and my black shoes. I took my backpack and walked with my mom to school. When I 
knew my friends and teachers, I loved the school and became no longer nervous. 
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Revision Test (3)

Listen and circle the correct answer:11
11  quiet 22  cars  33  old   44  trucks 

Choose the correct answer: 22
11  secret 22  helmet   33  cookies   44  station  

Read and complete the text with the words in the box:33
1  swam     2  octopus   3  caught   4  song

Read the text and answer the questions:44
11  special 22  cake

33  My friends gave me a lot of presents.

44  After the party, we played video games.

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 55
11  must  22  did  33  buy   44  be 

Punctuate the following sentences:66
11  Mohamed Elneny is a good football player. 

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements:

77

“Our trip to the sea”
My family and I took a trip to the sea last month. We had a lot of fun there. We 
played, ate and swam. While I was swimming, I saw a lot of fish and an octopus. 
We enjoyed our trip a lot. 
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Revision Test (4)

Listen and circle the correct answer:11
11  energy  22  friendly   33  desert   44  mountains  

Choose the correct answer: 22
11  kind  22  bar    33  ready   44  winner   

Read and complete the text with the words in the box:33
1  personal     2  games   3  homework   4  night

Read the text and answer the questions:44
11  Emad’s dad  22  shouted

33  Emad lives in a house near the Nile.

44  He decided to learn how to swim. 

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 55
11  talking  22  stay  33  is  44  had 

Punctuate the following sentences:66
11  They go to the park on Friday.

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements:

77

“Favorite food”
I like healthy food a lot. I love fruit and vegetables. I like bananas and mangos. I 
also like cucumbers and carrots. We should all eat healthy food because it’s very 
important to our bodies.
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Revision Test (5)

Listen and circle the correct answer:11
11  computer   22  outside   33  unhealthy    44  one   

Choose the correct answer: 22
11  copy  22  bully    33  accept    44  plane   

Read and complete the text with the words in the box:33
1  lived     2  nervous   3  toys   4  school

Read the text and answer the questions:44
11  spring 22  fish

33  People get up early in Sham El-Nessim. 

44  They color eggs.

Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 55
11  lived  22  didn’t  33  are   44  am 

Punctuate the following sentences:66
11  My family and I go to Aswan every winter.

Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following
guiding elements:

77

“How the internet is important”
Today, the internet is part of our lives. It’s very important. We get information for 
our homework on the internet. We play games, chat with our friends, and send 
messages on the internet. We have lots of fun on the internet.
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Listen and circle the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1. The chameleon is a kind of ………………… . 

 reptiles  birds  fish  plants 

2. They have amazing ………………… . 

 legs  eyes  arms  teeth 

3. They can change their ………………… . 

 shapes  sizes  bodies  colors 

4. They ………………… insects and leaves. 

 drink  change  eat  think 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d :  

1. The River Nile has two ………………… . 

 forests  villages  seas  branches 

2. We need a ………………… of water. 

 piece  bottle  bar  slice 

3. I can ………………… my friends photos online. 

 tag  play  study  move 

4. I need to wear a ………………… when I ride my bike. 

 shirt  helmet  jacket  cap 

  Read and complete the text  with the words in the box:  

train - city - catch - seeds - mouse 

The city mouse visited the country mouse in his hole in the ground. The 

country ………(1)……… was pleased. He gave his friend grass and ………(2)……… 

The………(3)……… mouse said "Thank you". The city mouse stopped eating and 

ran to ………(4)……… a train at eight. 

  Read the text and answer the questions :  

I'm Ahmed. I live in a big city in Egypt with my family. The city is always 

noisy and crowded. It has a lot of pretty, bright lights but smoke and noise 

are eveywhere. In summer, we visit our grandpa in the country. It is always 

quiet and clean. There are a lot of trees and grass. Life is slow. We love the 

country rather than the city. 
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A. Choose the correct answer from a b, c or d : 

1. Ahmed visits grandpa in ………………… . 

 spring  winter  summer  fall 

2. The city is always ………………… . 

 slow  quiet  noisy  clean 

B. Answer the following questions: 

3. How is life in the country? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

4. What does Ahmed like more, the city or the country? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 

1. You should …………………… (keeps) your password secret. 

2.I …………………… (fall) over and my friend helped me. 

3. You need to …………………… (creates) a password. 

4. Where did Aya …………………… (went) last year? 

  Punctuate the following sentence :

hide and seek is a very old game 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Write a paragraph of about EIGHTEEN (18) words about: 

Sham El-Nessim 

Guiding words: 

( park - play - salted fish - eggs – happy ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Listen and circle the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1. Grandpa's village was very ………………… . 

 polluted  noisy  dark  quiet 

2. There were no ………………… in the past. 

 children  people  cars  books 

3. Now, there are a lot of ………………… and cars. 

 tablets  trucks  televisions  pencils 

4. Grandpa was eight when he buried the ………………… of memories. 

 box  bag  packet  bottle 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d :  

1. This food isn't good. It tastes ………………… . 

 good  delicious  sad  horrible 

2. We go to school on foot. We always ………………… to school. 

 cycle  walk  fly  drive 

3. When I travel by………………… , I go through air. 

 bus  plane  boat  car 

4. The mice live in ………………… . 

 holes  hotels  schools  rivers 

  Read and complete the text  with the words in the box:  

friends – in - by - foot - far 

My name is Hakim. I go to school on ………(1)……… I like walking because I 

can meet my ………(2)……… . My friend Mazen goes to school ………(3)……… bus. 

His house is ………(4)……… from school. 

  Read the text and answer the questions :  

We should stop air pollution. We can have energy - saving light bulbs in our 

apartments. We can have many plants on our balcony. We decided to change 

some things as a family. Mom takes the bus to work. My brother walks to 

school because his school is near. 
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A. Choose the correct answer from a b, c or d : 

1. The text is about how to ………………… . 

 stop air pollution  recycle  write  cook 

2. My brother's school isn't ………………… . 

 near  far  hot  low 

B. Answer the following questions: 

3. Mention two things to stop air pollution. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

4. How does mom go to work? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 

1. I went to the park yesterday and I …………… [fly] the kite. 

2. Last month, we …………… [celebrate] our sister's birthday. 

3. We visited the Egyptian Museum last week. We …………… [was] very happy. 

4. We should …………… [turns] our phones off at night. It's healthy. 

  Punctuate the following sentence :

what games did Ali play yesterday 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Write a paragraph of about EIGHTEEN (18) words about: 

"A trip to the sea" 

Guiding words: 

( swam – played ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Listen and circle the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1. It's important to be ………………… . 

 safe  dangerous  bad  useless 

2. You should keep your ………………… secret. 

 address  password  number  name 

3. You ………………… share your personal information. 

 should  can  must  shouldn't 

4. You shouldn't ………………… to be friends with people you don't know. 

 share  be  accept  keep 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d :  

1. Heba ………………… the present to see what was inside. 

 wrapped  unwrapped  played  sent 

2. I played ………………… with my cousins. 

 foods  games  jobs  drinks 

3. Hend bought a ………………… of cookies yesterday. 

 packet  bar  slice  bottle 

4. Chemicals are ………………… . 

 dangerous  safe  important  healthy 

  Read and complete the text  with the words in the box:  

shortest - clean - longest -  important - earth 

Farmers grow crops near the river. The Nile is the ………(1)……… river in the 

world. It's 6,670 km long. That's like traveling to the center of the 

………(2)……… It's very ………(3)……… for people's lives. We must keep the River 

Nile ………(4)……… . 

  Read the text and answer the questions :  

Cities have many cars. Cars make air pollution. They put chemicals into the 

air. We can't always see the chemicals, but they are dangerous. Some cities 

are trying to stop air pollution. In London, England, parents do not drive 

children to school. The children walk or cycle to school. In China, they have 

electric buses. These buses do not make air pollution. 
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A. Choose the correct answer from a b, c or d : 

1. The text is about " ………………… " .  

 Clean air  Snow  Air pollution  Stars 

2. In England, children go to school by ………………… . 

 bikes  cars  planes  trains 

B. Answer the following questions: 

3. How do cars make air pollution? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

4. How does China try to stop air pollution? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between brackets: 

1. The village ……………… (is) very quiet when I lived here. 

2. Did Eman ……………… (does) her homework? 

3. You must ……………… (waited) for the green light to cross the road. 

4. You need ……………… (in) look left and right 

  Punctuate the following sentence :

I am making a presentation with mona 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Write a paragraph of about EIGHTEEN (18) words about: 

Eid Al-Fitr 

Guiding words: 

(When is Eid Al-Fitr? - How do we celebrate Eid Al-Fitr? ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Sample Test (1) 

The chameleons are a kind of reptiles. They are interesting. 

They have amazing eyes. They change their colors. They are 

the same color as the place where they are They eat insects 

and leaves. 

Sample Test (2) 

Grandpa's village was very quiet. Now, there are a lot of 

people. There were no cars in the past. Now, there are a lot 

of trucks and cars. Grandpa was eight years old when he buried 

the box of memories. Now, Grandpa is very old. 

Sample Test (3) 

It's important to be safe online. You should keep your password 

secret. You shouldn't share your personal information. You 

shouldn't accept to be friends with people you don't know. 

 

 

 
Follow us 

On facebook page 
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 محافظة القاهرة . 1
 

 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 delicious  slices bar   bottles  juice 
  

 My sister can make a cake. Last night, she made a (1)… …………cake. 

My mom and I liked it very much. We had two (2)…………………… of it. 

Then, we had a carton of apple (3) …………………… I wanted to have a 

(4)…………………… of chocolate. But mom said it would be too much.  
 

  

Last Friday, I went to the park with my ……………… 
a family b friends c cousins d Parents 

We had………………… 
a lunch b dinner c a picnic d breakfast 

The day was ………………… 
a amazing b bad c unhappy d Cold 

We came back home……………… 
a in the morning c at night 
b in the evening d in the afternoon 

You need to create a ………………to log into the school website. 
a password b book c song d message 

Playing too much computer games is ………………… 
a healthy  b unhealthy c great d good 

In “Hide and seek” game, you need to cover your ……………… 
a eyes b nose c ears d hands 

You need to look left and ……………… 
a write b right c night d light 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Many people like using computers, cell phones and tablets to have 

fun. They use social media to talk to their friends and family. They 

can find information for their homework, too. But, social media has 

cons. People you don’t know can contact you. People can bully you and 

tag you in photos when you don’t want them to. So we should use 

social media carefully. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

egypt is an exciting country 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
  

The text is about ……………… 
a social media b books c schools d food 

People use social media to ………………to their friends and family. 
a play b talk c eat d walk 

Who likes using computers, cell phones and tablets? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What can they find for their homework? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

We……………(catch) fish last week. (................) 

What subjects………………(do) you study yesterday. (................) 

Look, it’s………………(snow) now. (................) 

My friends at school are very ………………(helped) (................) 
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7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Sham El-Nessim”   

Guiding words: park – eat   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

  محافظة الجيزة . 2
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

The country mouse gave the city mouse……………… 
a cheese b seeds c meat d beans 

The country mouse visited the city mouse in his ……………… 
a hole b apartment c city d country 

The country mouse saw…………………from cars. 
a people b smoke c gas d water 

The smoke covered the ……………… 
a clouds b sun c stars d rain 

Adel drank a ………………of water. 
a bottle b bar c piece d slice 

She is very kind and ………………. 
a angry b friendly c silly d bad 

We use……………to make bread.  
a soap b rice c books d wheat 

Turn………………the lights before you go to bed. 
a on b off c in d at 
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3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 color  eyes  place  around  noses 
  

 Chameleons are very amazing. They can change the  ………………… 

of their skin. They are the same color as the  ……………………where 

they are. They have amazing  ……………………and they can see all 

…………………… 
 

 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 The Nile is the longest river in the world. It is very important for 

Egypt. We get water from the Nile to drink. Farmers use the water 

of the Nile to grow crops. The Nile has two branches in Egypt.  

There are many animals, birds and reptiles living in the Nile.  

The Nile crocodile is one of the planet’s largest reptiles.  

A.Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

This text is about the ……………….. 
a sea b city c Nile d desert 

………………use the water of the Nile to grow crops. 
a Doctors b Teachers c Nurses d Farmers 

How many branches does the Nile have in Egypt? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Where does the Nile crocodile live? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

You……………(mustn’t) wear a seat belt. (................) 

We can …………………(has) many plants in our balcony. (................) 

Who……………(coming) to school by bus? (................) 

Let’s ……………(went) to the train station. (................) 
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6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

i want to eat a piece of cheese 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Hide and seek game” 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

  

 محافظة القليوبية . 3

 
1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@

 

 

 

  

The Nile is the longest………………in the world. 
a oasis b mountain c river d beach 

The Nile has two……………… 
a branches b boats  c buildings d cities 

The Nile is ………………for different kinds of fish, birds,  

and turtles.  
a park b home c forest d desert 

The Nile……………lives in the Nile. 
a snake b lizard c crocodile d bird 
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2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 seat  left  safe  light  red 
  

When you ride your bike, you need a helmet. You also need  

a  ………………belt in your car. You need a green ………………………to 

cross the road. You need to look  ……………………and right.  

We should be  ……………………on roads.  
 

 
 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Last week, it was my brother’s birthday. All my family came to 

celebrate. All my cousins, aunts and uncles came. There was lots of 

food: salad, meat, fish, bread cakes, cookies and fruit. I played with 

my cousins. We sang and ate. We gave him presents. It was a special 

day. We were very happy.  

A .Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

 

  

We get water from the ………………to drink and grow crops. 
a shop b school c river d desert 

Grandpa………………the box of memories. 
a visited b buried c ate d crossed 

I hurt my leg. It’s very……………… 
a wonderful b painful c colorful d useful 

I send a ……………to my friend every week.  
a message b color c dream d room 

Last week, it was my ………………’s birthday. 
a mother b sister c brother d father 

It was a …………………day. 
a sad b bad c black d special 
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B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

i like fish and rice 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“The beach” 

Guiding questions:   

1-When did you go to the beach?  

2-What did you do there? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

Who did the writer play with? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Why did all the family come? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

When we ……………(be)  eight, we played in the park. (................) 

I want a ……………(bar) of cola. (................) 

Sham El-Nessim is the……………(older) festival Egypt. (................) 

We need to ……………(celebrated) our mom’s birthday. (................) 
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 محافظة المنوفية . 4
 

 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 need  green  must  before  ride 
  

 It’s important to be safe on the road. You  …………………a helmet 

on your bike. You need a  ………………………light to cross the road.  

You need to look left and right ……………………you cross the road. 

You ………………………follow road signs. 
 

 

  

The Nile brings………………to the whole of Egypt. 
a fish  b life c rain d smoke 

The Amazon and the Nile are very……………… 
a long b small c short d wide 

The Nile is like traveling to the Centre of …………… 
a the moon b the Earth c Australia d London 

The Nile is near the ……………… 
a pyramids b Cairo Tower c forest d desert 

If you are not …………………on the road, you will be in danger. 
a beautiful  b useful c careful d colorful 

I go to school………………foot. It is near my house. 
a by b on c in d of 

She……………tired last night. 
a went b look c felt d caught 

In Musical chairs, the players without the chair is………………. 
a out b inside c behind d next 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Many people say that computer games are bad for children. 

Children spend many hours on their computers and tables.  

They look at the screen and they don’t go outside or do their 

homework. Parents say this is not healthy for their children.  

But, on the other hand, there are some reasons why computer 

games are good for children. In some games, Children need to solve 

problems. Some computer games need teams, so children make friends 

and play with their family. 
 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

we love our country, egypt 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

The word ………………in text means your father and mother. 
a problems b parents c reasons d tablets 

Computer games are sometimes…………………… 
a cold b hot c good d angry 

Summarize the first paragraph in one sentence. 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

How can children make friends in computer games? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Mom……………(take) the bus to school every day. (................) 

(Doesn’t) …………………burn rice straw. (................) 

We………………(should to) cycle to school. (................) 

My friends and I …………(be) in the park yesterday. (................) 
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7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“A trip to the sea” 

Guiding words:  Alexandria – had fun 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 محافظة الشرقية . 5
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

Amr is a ……………boy.  
a careful b helpful c bad d polite 

Amr is …………years old. 
a nine b seven c six d five 

Amr liked staying at……………… 
a home b school c the park d the shop 

Amr wanted to play with his……………… 
a books b dolls c toys d kites 

He usually has a big ……………on his face. 
a space b box c smile d homework 

I sent a ………………to my friend to help me. 
a book b message c school d color 

They often travel………………car. 
a by b on c under d next 

Our Egyptian food is……………… 
a careful b wonderful c colorful d painful 
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3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 bus  wake  teach  friends  fun 
  

 I go to school every day. I (1)………………up early. I go by 

(2)……………I meet my (3)………………and study. Our teachers are kind. 

They (4)………………us all subjects. 
 

 

 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Last summer, I went with my family to Damietta to see my uncle 

and aunt. They live there by the sea. Then, We went to the beach 

and swam in the sea. My uncle caught a fish. My aunt cooked  

the fish. We ate the meal and had a healthy dessert. We felt happy. 

We will go again soon early July. 
 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

We went to Damietta in ………………… 
a summer b spring c winter d fall 

We ate the meal and had a healthy …………… 
a desert b dessert c juice d carrot 

What did uncle catch? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Where do aunt and uncle live? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

I ………………(have) a lot of homework yesterday. (................) 

Are you…………(make) a presentation about 

chameleons? 

(................) 

Don’t……………(telling) anyone about your password. (................) 

Ferial Abdelaziz is a karate………………(played). (................) 
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6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

hani is feeling very bad 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Musical chairs” 

Guiding question:  How do you play musical chairs? 

How many chairs and players do you need? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

 

 محافظة الدقهلية . 6

 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

………………is my favorite season. 
a Summer b spring c fall d winter 

Sham El-Nessim is my favorite………………… 
a weekend b Picnic c month d festival 

People go outside in ………………air and have picnics. 
a close b sweet c dirty d open 

People eat colored eggs and salted……………… 
a bread b fish c meat d cheese 
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2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 hospitable  visitors  other  lands  energy 
  

 More than half of Egyptians are under the age of 30. Egyptian are 

full of (1)………………They are helpful to each (2)………………They are 

very friendly to (3)………………and guests. They are very (4) 

………………people and they are wonderful, too.  
 

 
 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Noha met her neighbor, Dina at the restaurant. Dina was very 

sad because her children like playing computer games. They don’t do 

their homework or go outside. They are unhealthy. Noha and Dina 

decided to take their children to the park and play outside. 
 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
 

 

Heba’s dress is ……………. We all love it. 
a ugly b painful c beautiful d helpful 

……………a small present and cover it. 
a Wonder b Wear c Wrap d Watch 

We played hide and …………………yesterday. 
a take b make c seek d lake 

I logged ……………this library website. 
a of b into c for d to 

The problem in the text is…………… 
a doing homework c watching TV 
b playing computer games d going outside 

Noha is Dina’s ……………… 
a sister b neighbor c aunt d mother 
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B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

it doesn t rain in summer 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Safety roads” 

Guiding words:  a helmet – green light 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
 

Where did the two neighbors meet? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What shouldn’t children do to be healthy? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

We love to ………………(gave) presents in parties. (................) 

I go to school ………………(by) foot. (................) 

Can you ……………(coming) to my house? (................) 

I’m going to …………………(wrote) an invitation. (................) 
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 محافظة  البحيرة . 7
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 personal  bully  homework  games  night 
  

 When I am online, I am very careful. I should keep my 

(1)……………information secret. I can play (2)………………I can find 

information for my (3)…………………I should turn my phone off 

at(4)………………. 
 

 

  

Youssef’s job is a ……………… 
a farmer b player c doctor d teacher 

Youssef’s favorite transportation is the …………… 
a bus b train c taxi d car 

The train is very …………… 
a safe b dangerous c expensive d dirty 

The train moves on ……………… 
a water b a rail c the road d the air 

I like my neighbor Samy. He’s very …………… 
a unfriendly b unkind c friendly d unhappy 

I played………………with my cousins. 
a food b games c jobs d drink 

I use the ……………to make calls. 
a computer b radio c television d cell phone 

Did you ……………your homework? 
a do b talk c ride d clean 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 The internet is an important part of our life today. We can use 

the internet to do the shopping, play games, and learn things. The 

internet helps us do homework. If we want to do research, we can 

look at a lot of websites and find information. You can find some 

nice pictures, too. However many people can use the internet for 

many hours every day. When you use the internet too much, this 

many not be healthy. You don’t get much exercise and you may get  

a lot of weight. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

did you have a healthy dessert 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

When we use the internet, we can’t get much……………… 
a exercise b websites c pictures d research 

We use the internet to do the……………… 
a pollution b shopping c weight d swimming 

Why is using the internet many hours unhealthy? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What can you use the internet for? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What ……………(are) your favorite celebration? (................) 

The day was ………………(to) long. (................) 

Why did Nabil ………………(wanted) a bottle of water? (................) 

My friend hurt his leg and we………………(call) for an ambulance. 

 (................) 
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7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“ An invitation to a party” 

Guiding questions: Where’s the party? 

When’s the party ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

  محافظة كفر الشيخ . 8
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

Ahmed and his brother went to school by …………… 
a bus b car c taxi d metro 

Ahmed was……………at his first day at school. 
a happy b excited c nervous d pleased 

Ahmed wore grey pants and black ……………… 
a T-shirts b shoes c shirts d socks 

Ahmed sat next to a boy called……………… 
a khaled b Hazem c Marwan d Amir 

We should be proud ……………our country. 
a on b at c with d of 

In………………, we need a wide place. 
a Musical chairs c Hide and Seek 
b pass the parcel d Computer games 

In social media, we can ……………useful information. 
a call b change c bully d learn 

The Nile has two………………in Egypt. 
a fish b centers c branches d trees 
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3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 password  bully homework    personal  careful 
  

 We need to be safe online. There are things I should do to feel 

safe. I should be very (1)………………I can only talk to friends I know 

and my family. I should keep my (2)……………information secret. I can 

play games. I can find information for my (3)………………I shouldn’t 

tell my (4)………………to anyone. 
 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Last week, Mona and her friends went on a school trip to Cairo 

and Giza by bus. In the early morning, her father took her to school 

where she caught the bus. They reached Cairo at nine o’clock.  

First, they visited the museum and they enjoyed seeing many 

statues. Then, they visited the zoo in Giza and saw different 

animals. They had lunch there and took many pictures. Finally,  

they went to the pyramids. They came back at ten o’clock.  

They were happy.  

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

  

They went to Cairo and Giza by……………… 
a car b taxi c train d bus 

They had lunch at the …………… 
a museum b zoo c pyramids d home 

What was the last place they visited? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What did they see in the museum? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

egypt is my beautiful home 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 

elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“The Park” 

Guiding question: Who did you go with?  

What did you do at the park? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  

…………(Do) you catch the train to school yesterday? (................) 

It’s time to ……………(helping) each other. (................) 

Hany plays with ………………(her) toys. (................) 

………………(waited) for green lights before crossing the street. 

 (................) 
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 لية ي محافظة الاسماع.  9
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 
 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 car  train  plane  interesting  boat 
  

 People like to travel. Some people travel by (1)……………, they go  

by air. Some travel by (2)……………or bus, they go on the road.  

When I travel to Luxor, I go by (3)………………. It goes on rail. 

Traveling is very (4)…………….... 

 

………………, I had some homework. 
a Yesterday  b Last Friday c Last month d Last week 

The homework was about ……………… 
a zebras b elephants c chameleons d lions 

I created a\an ………………to log into a library website. 
a password b message c email d research 

Our teacher…………………our presentation. 
a forgot b loved c threw d took 

I played………………with my cousins. 
a food b games c jobs d drinks 

We must ………………road signs to be safe.  
a follow b drive c stop d turn 

My dad gave me a ………………on my birthday. 
a chair b player c winner d present 

……………are delicious cookies. 
a Crops b Sweets c Kahk d Sandwiches 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Last week, we went to Damietta to see grandma and grandpa who 

live by the sea. We swam in the sea, which was deep and blue.  

We saw lots of fish. Grandpa caught a fish which grandma made into 

a Lovely dish. We eat and have a healthy dessert, bananas, apples 

and the frozen yogurt. We saw some old photos and sang a song.  

It was a day to remember. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

dalia is a helpful girl  
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
  

We went to Damietta to see our ……………… 
a friends b brothers c grandparents d cousins 

The underlined word “Lovely” means…………… 
a delicious b big c bad d sad 

What did they have for the dessert? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What did grandpa catch? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Grandpa and grandma………………(lives) by the sea. (................) 

You need to ………………(wore) a helmet on your bike. (................) 

Air pollution is ………………(danger) for us.  (................) 

Be……………(care) on the road. (................) 
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7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“My first day at school” 

Guiding words: 

nervous – new friends  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 محافظة الإسكندرية .  10
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

  

Grandpa’s village was very …………… 
a noisy b quiet c dirty d fat 

There were few ………………in Grandpa’s village. 
a people b trees c flowers d houses 

Grandpa is very ……………now. 
a young b old c thin d short 

Grandpa buried the box of memories ………………a tree. 
a on b above c behind d under 

Adam is very ……………… . He helped me carry the bags. 
a colorful b helpful c tired d sad 

My favorite ………………is the metro. 
a pollution b transportation c station d information 

I take ……………in all festivals. 
a pair b piece c part d pen 

My sister went to the ……………to take the plane to London. 
a station b airport c room d school 
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3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

winter    color  spring  salted families   
  

 Sham El Nessim is celebrated by Egyptian. It’s a festival that 

celebrates the start of (1)……………… . We eat green onions and 

(2)………………fish during Sham El Nessim. We (3)………………boiled eggs. 

We go to the parks with our (4)…………………to have picnics. We play 

in the park. Sham El-Nessim is a very special day. 
 

 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Cell phones help us with our lives. A cell phone is a kind of 

telephone. It’s a very useful device for us. They are of different 

colors. Through the cell phone, we get and send news, play games, 

share photos and talk to friends and families. People can 

communicate through it. Pupils can do their homework. They can do 

researches and find information about different animals. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 

The text is about ………………… 
a tablets b cell phones c computers d pens 

The word “useful” means……………… 
a good b bad c angry d sad 

What can we do through the cell phone? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Who can use cell phones to do homework? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

How many ………………(kite) can you see? (................) 

You ………………(should to) wear a helmet on your bike. (................) 

We are proud of our………………(beauty) country. (................) 

Do you want a bottle…………………(at) milk? (................) 
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6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

egypt is famous for its history 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“The River Nile” 

Guiding words: the longest river – the home for   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

 

 محافظة مطروح .  11
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

  

It’s ……………to spend many hours on computers. 
a unhealthy b healthy c good d great 

Computer games are good for ………………problems. 
a enjoying b solving c making d spending 

Making friends is one of …………………of computer games. 
a cons b pros c coins d cans 

We like computer games because you can find a ……………… 
a problem b prize c packet d poster 
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2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 things  favorite  wore  new  were 
  

 My sister Maha is seven years old. Her (1)……………color is pink.  

All the (2)………………in her bedroom are pink. Her uncle gave her  

a (3)………………pink watch on her birthday. She (4)……………her watch 

and learnt how to say the time. 
 

 
4. Read the text and answer the questions : 

 

Sham El Nessim is Egypt’s oldest festival. Many families celebrate 

this festival. It happens in the spring. The weather is nice. Some 

people get up early and go to parks. Other people visit their family 

and enjoy their time. People eat salty fish. Children color eggs. They 

have a good time. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

 

I should keep my password……………… 
a painful b secret c nervous d happy 

……………are people who write movies and stories. 
a Players b Authors c Villagers d Doctors 

Farmers should stop………………rice straw to have a cleaner air. 
a growing b cleaning c burning d buying 

You should ………………to be friends only with people you know. 
a accept b message c bully d make 

Sham El Nessim is celebrated by……………… 
a animals b families c birds d fish 

Sham El Nessim is Egypt’s ………………festival. 
a longest b oldest c tallest d shortest 
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B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

we can be creative online  
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Our trip to the sea” 

Guiding words: swam- sang a song 
   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

When does Sham El Nessim happen? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What do people eat in this festival? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Some cities are………………(try) to stop air pollution. (................) 

Chameleons can change…………………(colorful). (................) 

I went to the beach and it ………………(is) fun. (................) 

How ………………(do) Samy feel at his first day at school? 

 (................) 
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 محافظة بني سويف. 12
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 players  out  run stops  chairs   
  

 My favorite party is the “musical chairs”. To play it, you 

need (1).....................................and music. If you have 5 (2)......................................, 

you only need 4 chairs. Players (3)......................................around  

the chairs. When the music (4)........................................., everyone sits 

down. The player without a chair is out. 

I’m doing ……………about chameleons. 
a a movie b a book c an email d research 

Chameleons can change ……………… 
a skin b color c size d place 

Chameleons have…………………eyes. 
a small b scary c amazing d right 

Chameleons can……………all around. 
a fly b see c eat d sing 

Dalia ……………everyone in the village on social media. 
a called b gave c went d changed 

We got to school ………………foot. 
a by b on c in d at 

My favorite transportation is the ………………… 
a park b fridge c plane d pizza 

Ali has a ………………of juice. 
a carton b bar c packet d slice 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 My brother Yasser likes playing football. It’s his favorite sport. 

Yesterday, he got up at nine o’clock to go to the club. But it was too 

cold outside. Yasser looked at the window of his bedroom, he saw  

a lot of rain. The streets were wet. He was sad. He called his friend 

Amgad to tell him that he couldn’t go with him. Then, he put his 

boots under the bed and slept. 
 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

i ate a sandwich yesterday 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
  

Yesterday, Yasser got up at ………………o’clock 
a 7 b  6 c 9 d 8 

The streets were ……………… 
a wet b dry c long d small 

What does Yasser like playing? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

How was the weather? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Large parts of the city………………(doesn’t) allow cars. (................) 

Noura……………(calls) for an ambulance last night. (................) 

I’m ……………(have) a birthday party at 3 pm. (................) 

How many people are………………(come) to your party? (................) 
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7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Sham El Nessim” 

Guiding words: spring – colored eggs  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 محافظة المنيا . 13
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

We must be…………………when we cross the roads. 
a unhappy b careful c excited d tried 

Children shouldn’t cross the road without their……………… 
a friends b teachers c parents d helmets 

We must wear a ………………in our cars. 
a helmet b seat bell c sign d watch 

We must follow the ……………signs. 
a road b address c way d town 

Smoke isn’t good for our bodies. It’s very……………… 
a nice b healthy c unhealthy d good 

Yesterday, we ………………a very delicious cake for my birthday. 
a grew b made c did d caught 

After lunch, I always have ice cream for ………… 
a dessert b desert c soup d homework 

When we visited Alexandria, we stayed in a hotel...........the sea. 
a in b of c with d by 
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3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 loud best     air  life  better 
  

 Most people like living in the city. They think it’s (1)………………than 

living in the country. But the city has many problems. There are 

many transportations that make (2)………………pollution. The noise is 

very (3)…………… . But the (4) ………………in the country is quiet. 
 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 There are many cars in cities. These cars cause air pollution 

because they give off different chemicals into the air. We can’t see 

these chemicals, but they are very dangerous for our health.  

Some cities are trying to stop air pollution. In England parents  

don’t drive their children to school, the children themselves walk or 

cycle their bikes to school. In China they have or use electric buses. 

These buses don’t make air pollution. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

This text is about ……………… 
a schools b air pollution c England d children 

In England children go to school by……………… 
a trains b planes c cars d bikes 

How do cars cause or make air pollution? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

How does China try to stop air pollution? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

My father caught fish and we ……………(be) happy. (................) 

Sham El- Nessim ………………(are) my favorite festival. (................) 

People must wait for the cars to ……………(stopped). (................) 

There are some ………………(mouse) in the hole. (................) 
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6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

you shouldn’t talk to people you don’t know 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 
7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 

elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Your birthday party” 

Guiding words: friends – food and drinks  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

 

 

 محافظة سوهاج . 14
 

 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

  

I was nervous on my ……………day of school. 
a last b first c second d third 

I put on a ………………T-shirt and shorts. 
a yellow b blue c green d gray 

My………………were black. 
a socks b pants c shoes d glasses 

My……………drove me to school. 
a mother b brother c parents d friend 
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2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 song swam    felt dessert   caught   
  

 We went to see Grandma and Grandpa. They live by the sea.  

We (1)……………in the sea which was deep and blue. We saw lots of 

fish, and an octopus, too. We (2)………………happy. Grandpa 

(3)………………… fish. We saw some old photos and sang a (4)………………… 
 

 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Eid Al- Fitr is a Muslim festival. The month before Eid is called 

Ramadan, many Muslims fast during the day. This means they don’t 

eat or drink until sunset. Eid happens in the first day of  

the 10th Islamic month, called Shawwal. The month starts when 

people see the new moon. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

 

  

We……………a train at eight o’clock. 
a ran b caught c gave d covered 

My grandpa had a big smile on his ……………… 
a face b head c nose d hair 

Cars make air pollution. They put ……………into the air. 
a toys b cookies c chemicals d pens 

I go to school………………bus. 
a on b in c at d by 

The word starts in the same as ………………… 
a finishes b ends c begins d sells 

Many Muslims………………during the day. 
a play b fast c eat d write 
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B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

noha eats a slice of pizza 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Your favorite festival” 

Guiding words: kites – the sky  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
 

When is Eid El-Fitr ? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What do many Muslims do during the day of Ramadan? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

There ………………(is) lots of visitors in our city. (................) 

Let’s ……………(sat) down and open the present. (................) 

Omar goes to his work……………(of) motorbike. (................) 

You should ………………(looking) left and right on the roads. 

 (................) 
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 محافظة قنا . 15
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 outside  should  bad  shouldn’t   do 
  

 Children can spend many hours on their computers and tablets.  

They (1)…………………play too much computer games.  

This is (2)……………for them. They look at the screen and they can’t 

(3)………………their homework or go (4)…………………to play sports. 

Ahmed went to the ……………with his family. 
a village b park c zoo d city 

They went there by……………… 
a car b metro c taxi d bus 

They saw many ……………… 
a trees b animals c books d rivers 

They were very……………… 
a nervous b angry c pleased d tired 

You must wait for the green……………before you cross the street. 
a rights b lights c roads d helmets 

Kahk are delicious ……………… 
a pizza b cookies c rice d koshari 

We can have energy- ………………light bulbs in our apartment. 
a saving b save c saves d saved 

I go to school ………………foot. It’s near my house. 
a with b by c in d on 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 My name is Hassan. I remember my first day at school. I was six 

years old. I lived in Aswan. I was nervous because I liked staying at 

home with my family. I wanted to play with my toys. I went to school 

with my father. My father is a teacher in this school. He teaches 

maths. When I went with him to school, he told me to be calm.  

The school was very nice. I was very happy. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 
 

5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

we had a special day yesterday 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
  

Hassan was………………at the first day at school. 
a kind b nervous c nice d friendly 

Hassan’s father is a ……………… 
a teacher b doctor c farmer d vet 

How old was Hassan? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Where did Hassan live? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

We……………(must to) stop air pollution. (................) 

You can……………(having) many plants on your balcony. (................) 

Why ………………(be) Youssef excited yesterday? (................) 

How about……………(played) tennis? (................) 
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7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Your favorite transportation” 

Guiding word: What’s your favorite transportation? 

Why do you like it?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 محافظة البحر الاحمر . 16
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

 

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

Social media is very ……………now. 
a healthy b important c long d painful 

Social media has some……………… 
a pros b pounds c cons d picnics 

You can find ………………for your homework. 
a books b projects c emails d information 

You can………………to your friends and family. 
a talk b take c make d watch 

You should………………your personal information secret. 
a keep b share c visit d bully 

He goes to school………………foot. 
a in b by c on d at 

I drank three bottles of ……………… 
a carrot b fish c cheese d water 

When we ………………polluted air, we feel sick. 
a buy b breathe c ride d wear 
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3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 sent  sorry  problem  spoke  felt 
  

 My friend Yasser started a new school. He had a (1)………………with 

online bullying. There was a boy in his class called Amr.  

He (2)………………messages to Yasser. Yasser showed them to his 

teacher. The teacher (3)………………to Amr’s parents. Amr was very 

(4)……………and he never bullied anyone after that. 
 

 

 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 Last weekend we visited my grandparents in a small village near 

Luxor. It was a very quiet place. There were a lot of plants and 

green areas. We went to celebrate Eid El-fitr. My grandparents 

were happy to see us. We ate a lot of kahk and drank orange juice. 

We played with our friends. It was a nice weekend. 
 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

 

B. Answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

  

My grandparents were………………to see us. 
a sad b happy c nervous d bad 

We went to celebrate ……………… 
a Eid El- Fitr c my birthday 
b Sham El-Nassim  d Ramadan 

Where was the village? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What did they drink? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

ahmed lives in the city 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“Ramadan” 

Guiding word: Fast - sunset  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 محافظة الوادي الجديد. 17
 

1. Listen and Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:@
 

 

We can describe our food as ……………………(wonder) (................) 

Look! It’s ………………(snow) now.  (................) 

Which festival is the ……………(stranger)? (................) 

Children ……………(shouldn’t to) stay on computers for long hours. 

 (................) 

It was my mother’s birthday……………… 
a yesterday b last week c last night d today 

My……………made nice cakes. 
a mother b brother c sister d cousin 

My father bought……………… 
a chocolate b juice c cakes d sandwiches 

There were ………………packets of cookies. 
a four b five c three d two 
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2. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d:@
 

 

 

 

3. Read and complete the text with words from the box:              
 

 roads  tall  visitors  lot  quiet 
  

 My grandpa lives in a village. Grandpa’s village was very (1)…………… 

and clean. Now, there are a lot of (2)……………There are  

a (3)…………… of trucks and cars on the (4)……………. 
 

 

4. Read the text and answer the questions : 
 

 The Nile is the longest river in the world. The Nile has two 

branches. There’re many people living near the Nile. The Nile is 

6,670 kilometers long. That’s like traveling to the center of the 

Earth. The Nile is home for different kinds of birds and turtles. 

One of the planet’s largest reptiles, the Nile crocodile lives in it. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

B. Answer the following questions: 

You should ………………a helmet when you ride your bike. 
a wear b walk c win d wonder 

When I travel by ………………, I’m on the water. 
a train b plane c car d boat 

I hurt my leg. It’s very……………… 
a beautiful b useful c painful d careful 

He is very kind and ……………We all love him. 
a angry b friendly c silly d bad 

The Nile is the ……………river in the world. 
a longest b shortest c highest d deepest 

There are many people ……………near the Nile. 
a sleeping b giving c feeding d living 

Summarize the text in one sentence. 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

How many branches does the Nile have? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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5. Read and write the correct form of the word(s) between 
brackets.@

 

 
 

6. Punctuate the following sentence:                        ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™      

why does adel look nervous 
…………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

7. Write a paragraph of (18) words using the following 
elements:                        ZòîÛbnÛa@òí…b‘‰üa@pbàÜØÛa@bß†‚n�ß@òàÜ×@H18I@ïÛaìy@åß@ñŠÔÏ@kn×c         

“The beach”  

Guiding Questions: 

When did you go the beach? 

What did you do there ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

My favorite transportation ………………(be) the plane. (................) 

Last year, I ……………(visit) my grandpa’s village. (................) 

What’s the ……………(long) river in the world? (................) 

I want a ……………(piece) of juice. (................) 
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